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Introduction to Phytochemistry

Introduction

The field of  medicine has long been divided between so-called ‘rationalist’ and 
‘vitalistic’ principles. While the rationalist/scientific model has held sway (at 
least in the Western nations) for the last couple of  centuries, vitalistic concepts 
of  health and healing have made a comeback in recent decades. A vast array of  
natural healing modalities – both ancient and new – has emerged, and some are 
even challenging orthodox medicine for part of  the middle ground. Alternative 
medicine has become ‘complementary and alternative medicine’ (CAM) or 
‘complementary medicine’ (CM), while more recently ‘integrative medicine’ is 
seen as a blend of  orthodox medicine and CAM. However, the question is often 
asked: ‘Is there any scientific evidence that proves any of  these therapies work?’

Of  all the various complementary therapies, perhaps medical herbalism 
can be made to fit the orthodox model most easily. Given that many of  the 
pharmaceutical drugs in use are derived from plants directly or indirectly, it is 
obvious that at least some plants contain compounds with pharmacological 
activity that can be harnessed as medicinal agents. While few would disagree 
with that proposition, there are many who persist in referring to herbal medi-
cines (along with other ‘alternative remedies’) as unproven and therefore of  
little or no clinical value. Increasingly, the public – and particularly the med-
ical establishment – are demanding herbalists and other complementary ther-
apists provide scientific evidence for the efficacy and safety of  their practices. 
While this is an admirable objective, it cannot be achieved overnight given the 
complexities of  the herbs themselves, the variety of  formulas and prescribing 
methods available, and the difficulties in adapting biomedical models to the 
herbal practice.

Indeed, there are many inside the medical establishment who question the 
validity of  double-blind controlled trials and ‘evidence-based medicine’ in gen-
eral (e.g. Black, 1996; Vincent and Furnham, 1999). In a formal evaluation 
procedure, the quality of  randomized controlled trials of  interventions using 
complementary medicines was found to be more or less the same as those 
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using conventional biomedicine – although the overall quality of  evidence in 
both cases was generally regarded as poor (Bloom et al., 2000). This assess-
ment supports the point made by Black that ‘the difference in the standards 
of  evidence for orthodox and complementary therapies may not be as great as 
generally assumed’ (Black, 1996). More recently large umbrella bodies have 
been set up in Europe (the CAMbrella project), the USA (the National Center for 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) Strategic Plan) and the 
World Health Organization with objectives that include further integration of  
CAM and conventional healthcare, prioritization of  research, to improve the 
capacity and rigour of  research and to disseminate objective, evidence-based 
information on CAM treatments (Fischer et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019).

Phytochemical basis of herbal medicines

Since herbal medicines are products of  the biological world, their properties 
and characteristics can be studied using the accumulated skills and knowledge 
embedded in the natural sciences – especially botany, chemistry and molecular 
biology. Through an understanding of  simple principles of  chemistry, we see 
there is a similarity in the molecules that make up plants and humans, while 
foods and medicines derived from plants provide a chemical continuum between 
these two kingdoms. The more we comprehend these natural processes, the 
easier it is for us to intervene using biological agents (in this case herbs) to alleviate 
diseased states in our fellow humans.

To a pharmacist, a plant’s constituents may be regarded as an unholy mixture 
of  mainly unwanted chemicals, to be refined with the objective of  identifying 
and isolating an ‘active principle’. Herbalists on the other hand aim at a hol-
istic approach – one that values the sum or totality of  a plant’s constituents – even 
those considered by the pharmacist to be worthless. In order to study the activity of  
a given herb, it is often necessary to purify it or isolate a specific compound – an 
example of  the reductionist approach that characterizes the biomedical model.

While many of  the studies referred to in this book are a product of  such 
reductionist research, the results or findings should not be devalued in principle. 
Isolation of  and experimentation with single constituents provides information that 
can be adapted to a more holistic understanding of  a herb’s action. Knowledge 
of  individual constituents is also essential for developing quality assurance 
methods, extraction procedures, understanding of  pharmacological activity 
and pharmacokinetics and – most importantly – understanding of  potential 
toxicology and interactions with pharmaceutical drugs. It is not merely a 
necessary step in the isolation and synthesis of  plant-derived drugs.

Understanding organic chemistry

It does not require a science degree to gain an understanding of  the funda-
mental chemical structures found in medicinal herbs, but some knowledge of  
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organic chemistry is desirable. Hence reference to any good introductory text 
on organic chemistry or biochemistry will help those who haven’t done an 
elementary course at tertiary level, and there are many excellent primers for 
organic chemistry on the World Wide Web.

I am indebted to some of  the great scientists and herbalists who have in-
spired me with their knowledge of  the subject, making the job of  learning 
phytochemistry much easier for the non-chemists – teacher, student and prac-
titioner alike. These include Michael Wink and Ben-Erik van Wyk, Hilderbert 
Wagner, Paul Dewick, N.G. Bissett, James Duke, Jean Bruneton, Alexander 
Panossian and Arthur O. Tucker. I highly recommend the publications of  these 
authors many of  which are listed in the suggested reading.

In this chapter we review some of  the basic chemical principles and ter-
minology that are used throughout the book, provide an introduction to the 
biosynthetic processes through which plants manufacture their chemicals, 
and explore some of  the recent investigations into synergism between medi-
cinal plants and their constituents.

Biosynthesis of organic compounds

Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is a process by which the leaves of  plants manufacture carbo-
hydrates and oxygen, using carbon dioxide from the air and water absorbed 
from the roots. The following equation should be familiar to anyone who 
studied biology at high school.

6 6 62 2 6 12 6 2CO H O C H O O+ = +

This reaction is only possible under the influence of  sunlight and in the 
presence of  specialized organelles, found in plant cells, known as chloroplasts, 
which contain the light-trapping pigment chlorophyll.

Biosynthetic pathways

Virtually all chemical compounds found in plants derive from a few 
well-studied metabolic pathways. The ‘pathways’ begin with chemical prod-
ucts of  photosynthesis and glycolysis (glucose metabolism) – simple starting 
molecules (precursors) such as pyruvic acid, acetyl coenzyme A and organic 
acids. A series of  intermediate compounds are formed which are quickly 
reduced – with the assistance of  specific enzymes – into other, often unstable 
intermediate compounds, until finally a complex, stable macromolecule is 
formed. Metabolic pathways involve a series of  enzymes specific for each 
compound.
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Primary and secondary metabolites

The biosynthetic pathways are universal in plants and are responsible for the 
occurrence of  both primary metabolites (carbohydrates, proteins, etc.) and 
secondary metabolites (phenols, alkaloids, etc.). Secondary compounds were 
once regarded as simple waste products of  a plant’s metabolism. However, this 
argument is weakened by the existence of  specialist enzymes, strict genetic 
controls and the high metabolic requirements of  these compounds (Waterman 
and Mole, 1994). Most scientists accept that many of  these compounds serve 
primarily to repel grazing animals or destructive pathogens (Cronquist, 1988; 
Kabera et al., 2014), while additional functions most likely include acting as 
signalling compounds to attract pollinators and for protection from ultraviolet 
(UV) radiation (Wink, 2015).

Biosynthetic reactions are energy consuming, fuelled by the energy 
released by glycolysis of  carbohydrates and through the citric acid cycle. 
Oxidation of  glucose, fatty acids and amino acids results in formation of  ATP 
(adenosine triphosphate), a high-energy molecule formed by catabolism (enzymic 
breakdown) of  primary compounds. ATP is recycled to fuel anabolic (enzymic 
synthesis) reactions involving intermediate molecules on the pathways.

Whereas catabolism involves oxidation of  starting molecules, biosynthesis 
or anabolism involves reduction reactions, hence the need for a reducing agent 
or hydrogen donor, which is usually NADP (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate). These catalysts are known as coenzymes and the most widely oc-
curring is coenzyme A (CoA), made up of  ADP (adenosine diphosphate) and 
pantetheine phosphate.

The main biosynthetic pathways are:

• pentose – fatty acids, aromatic amino acids, polysaccharides;

• shikimic acid – phenols, tannins, aromatic alkaloids;

• acetate–malonate – phenols, alkaloids; and

• mevalonic acid – terpenes, steroids, alkaloids.

The structures of organic compounds

Of elements and atoms

An element is a substance that cannot be divided further by chemical 
methods – it is the basic substance upon which chemical compounds are built. 
The Periodic Table classes all known elements in a systematic manner based 
on the increasing number of  electrons and protons (which are equal), starting 
with hydrogen (number 1: since it has one electron and one proton).

Atoms are the smallest particle within elements. They are made up of  
protons and neutrons (in the nucleus) and electrons (in orbits around the 
nucleus). Each orbit represents an energy level and these give the atom stability. 
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Electrons in the outer orbit, or valence shell, control how the atom bonds. 
When atoms are linked together by chemical bonds, they form molecules.

To achieve chemical stability, an atom must fill its outer electron shell, and 
it does this by losing, gaining or sharing electrons. These are known as valence 
electrons and the valence is specific for each element.

Chemical bonds

A bond is a pair of  electrons shared by the two atoms it holds together. There are 
many types of  chemical bonds including hydrogen, ionic and covalent bonds. 
In organic chemistry (based on the element carbon) we deal mainly with cova-
lent bonds, which may occur as single, double or triple bonds.

Covalent bonds have a shared pair of  electrons between two atoms –  
they neither gain nor lose electrons, as ionic bonds do. They occur in elements 
towards the centre of  the Periodic Table, the most significant element from the 
perspective of  phytochemistry being carbon. Covalent bonds are stronger than 
hydrogen or ionic bonds and covalent compounds don’t form solutions with 
water. Covalent bonds may be polar or non-polar depending on the relation-
ship between the electric charges emitted by the respective atoms.

The bonding properties of  elements are related to their valence, that is, 
the number of  electrons they need to fill their outer shells. The most abundant 
elements found in living organisms are:

Hydrogen  (H)
Oxygen   (O)
Nitrogen   (N)
Carbon    (C)

The bonding properties, or valence bonds, are 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, hence the 
HONC rule (Perrine, 1996):

H forms 1 bond
O forms 2 bonds
N forms 3 bonds
C forms 4 bonds

From the HONC rule we learn that carbon must always be linked to other 
atoms through four bonds. For example, the formula for methane is CH4. We 
can draw it in a way that represents the bonding arrangement:

H

H C H

H
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Acyclic, cyclic and heterocyclic compounds

The atoms of  organic compounds are arranged as either open chains 
(acyclic or aliphatic) or closed ring systems (cyclic). In molecular structure 
diagrams, each corner or kink in the ring (or chain) indicates a CH2 group, 
although these are usually abbreviated to C or omitted. Each line represents 
a bond.

Unsaturated ring systems are those in which the carbons are linked 
by double or triple bonds, while saturated rings do not contain any double 
bonds. In the diagram below, the cyclohexane ring is a saturated ring 
with each carbon labelled. The benzene ring, the central structure of  
thousands of  organic compounds, is an unsaturated six-carbon ring, gen-
erally illustrated as a hexagon containing three double lines for the conju-
gated (alternating) double bonds. The labels are omitted in this example. 
Compounds containing one or more benzene rings are known as aromatic 
compounds.

Once you have looked at these structures often enough, the labelling of  
atoms is unnecessary – since only one arrangement of  atoms is possible for 
each bonding configuration according to the HONC rule. See if  you can count 
the number of  bonds held by each carbon atom in the cyclohexane ring above – 
there must be four.

Ring systems in which the rings are composed entirely of  hydrocarbons 
(CH2) are called homocyclic – the benzene ring is a good example. Ring sys-
tems containing one or more additional elements are called heterocyclic. In 
phytochemicals, the most common additional elements are nitrogen, oxygen 
and sulfur (often spelt sulphur). Over 4000 heterocyclic systems are known 
from plant and animal sources. They sometimes occur fused to a benzene ring 
or to another heterocyclic ring, to give bicyclic systems. Some of  these hetero-
cyclic rings resist opening and remain intact throughout vigorous reactions, as 
does the benzene ring.

About half  of  the over 12 million registered chemical compounds con-
tain heterocyclic ring systems (Kaur et al., 2013). Tannins are good examples, 
in the structure of  ellagic acid in the figure below, four heterocyclic rings are 
fused together.

H2C

H2C

C
H2

CH2

CH2

H2
C

cyclohexane ring benzene ring
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Some important parent heterocyclic compounds are shown below:

O

O

O

OH

OH

HO

HO

O

ellagic acid

O OO O

H
N

furan pyran pyrrole lactone

Functional groups

Another feature of  organic compounds is the presence of  functional groups. 
These are groups of  atoms attached to carbon chains or rings which are often 
involved in chemical reactions. The different classes of  functional groups are 
distinguished by the number of  hydrogen atoms they replace or substitute. 
Common ones include alcohol, ketone, aldehyde, amine and carboxylic acid 
(see the diagram below).

O

alcohol
OH

OH

H
aldehyde

O

CH3
methyl

ketone
O

amine
NH2

carboxyl

imaginary hydrocarbon chain with functional group attachments

That a compound includes a particular functional group is indicated by a 
prefix or suffix in the name of  the compound (Table 1.1).
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Functional groups are usually labelled in the shorthand manner shown  
above – even though the hydrocarbon chain (or ring) remains unlabelled. 
Functional groups exert a significant influence on the behaviour of  molecules, 
especially small molecules such as those found in essential oils. Some of  the 
more reactionary functional groups, including many alkyls and thiols, have 
the additional property of  forming covalent bonds with proteins and peptides 
such as enzymes and receptors, thereby inducing physiological changes.

The systematic naming of  molecules is one of  chemistry’s great mysteries, 
certainly to the uninitiated. As is the case for botanical names, there are a set of  
rules set by an international organization, which is reviewed and updated in peer- 
reviewed journals. International Union of  Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 
rules may be found in textbooks of  organic chemistry, with updates in journals 
published by De Gruyter. For example, the nomenclature of  flavonoids was recently 
published as open access in the journal Pure and Applied Chemistry (Rauter et al., 
2018). Fortunately, commonly referred-to molecules are usually given common 
names. In the example below, the term ‘flavonol’ is used as a class name for com-
pounds with a 3-hydroxy-2-phenyl-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one skeleton.

In general, the name of  a compound is written with the substituents or 
functional groups in alphabetical order, followed by the base name (derived 
from the number of  carbons in the parent chain). Commas are used between 
numbers and dashes are used between letters and numbers (Sarda et al., 2017). 
Despite these rules, there are often two to three different chemical names that 
can apply to the same molecule. Fortunately for the reader, this textbook uses 
the common names of  molecules whenever possible, however, as with botan-
ical names, the systematic names as agreed to by the IUPAC can provide useful 
information about a molecule.

Isomerism

The mystery surrounding organic chemical structures is partly due to the three- 
dimensional shapes of  these molecules: carbons tend to form tetrahedrons rather 

Table 1.1. Prefixes and suffixes for functional groups in organic chemistry

Functional group Prefix Suffix

Carboxylic acids None -oic acid
Aldehydes None -al
Ketones None -one
Alcohols hydroxy- -ol
Amines amino- -amine
Amides None -amide
Ethers alkoxy- -ether
Thiols allyl- -thiol
Alkyl None -yl
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than planar (two-dimensional) structures. This allows for two or more positions of  
atoms on the same basic molecule. There are several types of  isomers.

Constitutional isomers
Constitutional isomers are compounds with the same molecular formula but a 
different connectivity of  bonded atoms.

In terpenes, the positioning of  a double bond is indicated by prefixing the 
name of  the compound with alpha (α), beta (β), gamma (γ) or delta (δ) – as 
in the example of  terpinene (see illustration). Another example comes from 
the triterpenoids α- and β-amyrin (see illustration). These are parent com-
pounds for a different set of  triterpenoid saponins, for example α-amyrin is the 
parent molecule of  asiatoside and asiatic acid from Centella asiatica (Apiaceae), 
ursolic acid from Salvia rosmarinus (Lamiacaeae) and faradiol monoester from 
Calendula officinalis (Asteraceae), while the β-amyrin is the parent of  glycyr-
rhizin from Glycyrrhiza glabra (Fabaceae), saikosaponin from Bupleurum fal-
catum (Apiaceae), α-hederin from Hedera helix (Araliaceae) and soyasaponin 
from Glycine max (Fabaceae). This is a clear example in which compounds with 
the same molecular formula, but different connections, can have different bio-
logical properties.

Positional isomers
Positional isomers differ in the position of  their functional group. They may 
be compounds whose side chains are attached at different locations around 
the carbon ring. For example, the phenol coumaric acid may contain an  

α-terpinene γ-terpinene 

α-amyrin

HO HO

β-amyrin
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hydroxyl (OH) group at any of  three locations, known as ortho (o-coumaric 
acid), meta (m-coumaric acid) or para (p-coumaric acid). Thymol and carvacrol 
are positional isomers due to the different positions of  the hydroxyl group on 
the monoterpene skeleton. The two compounds have similar but not identical 
actions.

In modern chemistry the positional isomer delegations (ortho, meta  
and para) are becoming obsolete, since the positions can be indicated by IUPAC 
numbering system. Hence in the case of  terpinen-4-ol, the major constituent 
of  tea tree oil, the number 4 designates the position of  attachment of  the hydroxyl 
group to the ring, and the term ‘para’ is not required.

Stereoisomers
Stereoisomers have the same bonds or connectivity, but a different three- 
dimensional orientation of  atoms. Geometric (cis–trans) isomers differ in the 
placement of  functional groups on one side or other of  the double bond:

1. Cis designates the stereoisomer with like groups on the same side of  the 
double bond.
2. Trans designates the stereoisomer with like groups on opposite sides of  the 
double bond.
3. Cis–trans isomerism is responsible for significant differences in the proper-
ties and odours of  many essential oils containing identical chemical constitu-
ents.

In modern chemistry texts the cis/trans nomenclature has been replaced by 
a notational system known as E–Z where Z corresponds to cis and E to trans, 
although there are exceptions to this correlation. In this system, when the 
higher atomic number atoms are on opposite sides of  the double bond the 
configuration is E.

The organic acids maleic acid and fumaric acid are cis–trans or E–Z 
isomers (see diagram below), while cinnamaldehyde – responsible for the 
odour of  cinnamon – occurs in the trans or E form only.

OH

OH

thymol carvacrol

4

3

2

1

OH

6 

5

terpinene-4-ol
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Enantiomers
These are non-superimposable mirror images known as chiral1 molecules.

In tetrahedrons, chirality of  a molecule occurs when the carbon atom is 
bonded to four different atoms or functional groups Their different configur-
ation is designated as (R)- or (S)- by the Cahn Ingold Prelog (CIP) system for 
naming chiral centres.

Wright (2004) provides examples of  chiral pharmaceutical drugs that are 
only effective in one enantiomeric form. The anti-inflammatory drug ibuprofen 
is only active as (S)-ibuprofen, while the notorious teratogenic drug thalido-
mide is toxic only as (R)-thalidomide, the (S)- form does not harm fetuses.

To distinguish between enantiomers of  monosaccharides and amino 
acids, an older convention using L and D is still in use. Isomeric molecules are 
represented as ‘Fischer projections’, two-dimensional depictions with a carbon 
chain backbone and functional groups set out to the left and right. The position 
of  specific functional groups in relation to a chiral carbon dictates whether the 
molecule is labelled L or D. All essential amino acids have the key functional 
amino group occurring on the left side of  the carbon chain, the L-configuration 
(e.g. L-lysine, L-tyrosine). D-amino acids are commonly found in bacteria.

Enantiomers are also optical isomers – molecules that rotate plane-polarized 
light by identical magnitudes but in different directions:

1. Dextrorotary: d or (+)- rotates light clockwise (to the right).
2. Laevorotary: l or (–)- rotates light anticlockwise (to the left).
3. Racemic mixture: dl or (+–)- – the mixture includes an equal amount of   
enantiomers.

COOHH COOHH

HOOC HH COOH

maleic acid (cis) (Z) fumaric acid (trans) (E)

OH

cinnamaldehyde:
the double-bonded carbon
is trans or E configuration 

D-glucose L-glucose

Fischer projections demonstrate stereoisomerism in glucose

O H

H

HO

H

OH

H

OH

H OH

CH2OH

O H

HHO

HHO

HHO

OHH

CH2OH
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Following IUPAC nomenclature, l and d notation has been replaced by (+)- and 
(–)- symbols.

Essential oil monoterpenes offer some good examples of  the influence of  optical 
isomerism. For example (+)-carvone and (–)-carvone are responsible for the familiar 
but quite different aromas of  caraway seed and spearmint, respectively.

Diastereomers
Diastereomers are stereoisomers that do not have a mirror image relationship. 
These molecules have more than one chiral centre. Tartaric acid, maleic and 
fumaric acids are examples of  diastereomers.

Organic acids

Organic acids are of  such widespread occurrence that they are not strictly sec-
ondary metabolites; in fact many occur during the citric acid or Krebs cycle. 
They are water-soluble colourless liquids with characteristic sharp tastes that 
influence the flavour of  most of  the fruit we eat.

Monobasic acids contain a single carboxyl group (COOH). They include 
the fatty acids as well as isovaleric acid, a sedative principle found in Valeriana 
officinalis (Caprifoliaceae) and Humulus lupulus (Cannabaceae). One of  the 
most important in this group is acetic acid, the main constituent in vinegar. 
Acetic acid is a precursor for the biosynthesis of  lipids, as well as some essential 
oils and alkaloids.

O

HO

CH3

acetic acid

CH2 C

C

O

O

OH

OHCH2

succinic acid

Polybasic acids contain two or more carboxyl groups and generally have a 
slight laxative effect. They are oxalic acid – a common ingredient of  vegetables, 
succinic acid found in the root of  dang gui (Angelica sinensis, Apiaceae), and 
fumaric acid found in fumitory (Fumaria officinalis, Papaveraceae).
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Hydroxyl acids include a hydroxyl group (OH) with a pair of  carboxyl 
groups. Citric acid and tartaric acid are the most common examples. Lactic 
acid is an exception in that it has only one carboxyl group. Lactic acid is 
enantiomeric – racemic forms occur in soured milk products.

Aromatic acids such as benzoic acid are sometimes classed with the organic 
acids; however, they are products of  the shikimic acid pathway and are discussed 
further in Chapter 2, this volume.

Organic acids have antibacterial effects, most notably in the urinary tract. 
Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon, Ericaceae) is rich in organic acids, and 
these are beneficial in treating bladder infections. In one study cranberry juice 
significantly reduced the number of  colony-forming units of  Escherichia coli in the 
bladder of  experimental mice, this action was attributed to the combination of  
malic, citric, quinic and shikimic acids (Jensen et al., 2017).

Synergism

While this book by necessity deals, in the main, with the properties of   
isolated plant constituents, the reader is reminded of  the phenomenon of  
synergy – where the interaction of  two or more agents results in a combined 
effect that is greater than the sum of  the individual parts (i.e. of  the addi-
tive effects). The traditional application of  this concept is in the methods of  
combining herbal medicines in formulas; however, in recent times it has also 
been applied much more broadly, including for the combined effects of  active 
constituents within the same herb. One of  the most often referred to example 
in herbal medicine circles is for the antidepressant effects of  St John’s wort 
(Hypericum perforatum, Hypericaceae) due to a combination of  constituents 
(Simmen et al., 2001).

The method for testing the occurrence of  synergism between chem-
ical compounds was first developed by Loewe in the 1920s and published in 
German language journals (Tallarida, 2012). The method is based on the pro-
duction of  graphs containing isoboles – lines joining points representing dose 
combinations of  equal effect. These graphs became known as isobolograms or 
Loewe’s synergy.

CH2

C

CH2

HO

COOH

COOH

COOH

citric acid
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Table 1.2. Examples of synergistic interactions demonstrated for herbal medicines 
and essential oils

Herbs and compounds Synergistic effects References

Ginkgolides A and B Inhibition of platelet 
aggregation

Williamson (2001)

Extracts of Hydrastis 
canadensis leaf and 
root

Enhanced antimicrobial 
action of berberine

Ettefagh et al. (2011)

Artemisinin and 
flavonoids

Antimalarial activity Phillipson (2001), 
Rasoanaivo et al. (2011)

Cinchona alkaloids Antimalarial activity Rasoanaivo et al. (2011)
Essential oil components 

in Ocimum 
gratissimum

Anticonvulsive activity Galindo et al. (2010)

Flavonoids in Ocimum 
sanctum

Antibacterial activity Ali and Dixit (2012)

Reishi, shiitake and 
maitake mushrooms

Immunomodulatory 
activity

Mallard et al. (2019)

Astragalus root and 
rehmannia root

Diabetic wound healing Lau et al. (2012)

Carvracol and 
1,8-cineole – 
constituents of 
essential oils

Controlling bacterial 
growth in processed 
vegetables

de Sousa et al. (2012), de 
Oliveira et al. (2015)

Murraya koenigii and 
Coriandrum sativum 
(edible)

Antibacterial multidrug 
resistant bacteria

Pandey et al. (2012)

Leptospermum petersonii 
and Leptospermum 
scoparium essential oils

Antibacterial against 
Staphylococcus aureus 
and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa

Van Vuuren et al. (2014)

More recently a new generation of  scientists have further streamlined 
the isobologram method, exploring new methods for qualifying and quan-
tifying the processes involved (e.g. Berenbaum, 1977; Spelman et al., 1999; 
Williamson, 2001; Tallarida, 2001, 2012; Wagner and Ulrich-Merzenich, 
2009; Panossian et al., 2018). Table 1.2 provides examples of  synergistic inter-
actions that have been demonstrated for herbal medicines and essential oils.

Note

1 Chiral comes from the Greek word for hand – it refers to the property whereby the 
right hand is a mirror image of  the left hand.
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